
Gymnastics - Balance

Straight tap Strike the ball of the foot 
sharply on ground and up 
again

Forward tap Strike the ball of the foot 
sharply forward

Back tap Strike the ball of the foot 
sharply back 

Toe tap Hit point of toe sharply on 
ground and up again

Progressive 
taps 

Continuous straight taps. 
The working foot should 
be carried forwards.

Toe beat Same as toe tap but leave 
on the ground

Ball beat Same as ball tap but the 
ball of the foot remains on 
ground

Heel beat Same as heel tap but leave 
the heel on the ground

Step Transference of weight on 
to the ball of the foot

Flap Forward tap and heavy 
downward beat on the flat 
of the foot

Ball change Change of weight from 
one foot to the other

Cramp roll Spring on to right foot, 
step left foot, heel beat 
right then left foot

Vocabulary

Choreography the sequence of steps and movements in dance. 

Improvisation a dance that is created spontaneously or without preparation.

Syncopation accenting the normally unaccented beat.

Characteristics

Tap dance is a type of dance characterised by using the sounds of tap shoes striking the floor as a form of 
percussion. The sound is made by shoes that have a metal "tap" on the heel and toe. Tap dancing is a discipline 
that teaches the dancer about choreography, improvisation and syncopation.

History

Tap dancing originated with African dancers in early America. When dancing, they would articulate rhythmic 
patterns through chugging, scooping, brushing and shuffling movements of the feet. These dancers came to be 
called Levee Dancers throughout the south.

Famous Tap Dancers

Fred Astaire is an American dancer, singer, 
actor, choreographer, and television 
presenter. He is widely considered the most 
influential dancer in the history of film. He 
started dancing at the age of 4 and dancing 
professionally at the age of 6! He was first 
paired with an American actress, dancer and 
singer Ginger Rogers in 1933.
Considered one of the best entertainers of all 
time, Gene Kelly could sing, dance, act, 
choreograph and direct. He was involved in 
many films, but possibly his most popular one 
was Singin' In The Rain, which he directed, 
choreographed and starred in, in 1932.
Bill ‘Mr. Bojangles’ Robinson’s legacy inspires 
dancers to this day. Not only did he make his 
mark on Broadway, but also had a starry 
career in vaudeville, Hollywood, radio, and 
television.

Key Vocabulary

Flexibility of footwork is essential for a 
tap dancer.
Shoes should give flexible but firm 
support to the foot. 
To start with only toe taps are 
necessary. They should be firmly fixed 
on the shoes and should be as small 
and light as possible in order to 
produce clear, rhythmic sounds. Heel 
taps may be added as work progresses.

Posture – To ensure good posture, stand erect with the weight 
slightly forward over the balls of the feet. Pull in the abdominal 
muscles and avoid hollowing the back by keeping the seat muscles 
tucked under. Let the arms hang loosely by the side of the body with 
the hands facing inwards. Keep the head and eyeline well lifted and 
expression alert.
Relaxation of the knees and ankles is essential, as without this there 
will be tension in muscles and joints resulting in poor tone quality 
and loss of sound. 
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